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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
It has been said that readers of a book deserve to 
know the author's reasons for writing it. To the extent 
to which this is true, the same mlght be said in behalf 
of readers of a thesis. 
For the past ten years I have worked in the area 
of Chrlstian education in an ecumenical context. This 
has afforded me the privilege of participating in many 
communities of faith as well as the challenge of ministry 
and leadership in diverse situations. These responsi-
bilities, involving me in the lives and personalities of 
fellow human beings and the necessity of personal growth 
to meet the demands of my own life's situations have 
forced me to examine repee.tedly thB premises of my own 
faith and its relevance to life. Concrete situations 
presented needs and strivings which could not be re-
solved with currently held intellectual and theological 
anSW8rs. The whole business of living creativaly with 
any rtegree of fraedom and fulfillment demanded not only 
a more profound assessment of the human condition but 
also a more relevant interpretation of the divine answer. 
Of what good was it to say "Thus sai th the Lord" if it 
made no actue.l difference in the human situation? And, 
-1-
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when it did make a difference, what dynamics contrib-
uted to effectiveness? 
As I presented the content of the Christian 
religion to different age levels and in various situa-
tions, I found myself confronted, sometimes unwillingly, 
by implications which the life process itself did not 
verify. 1.~herein was the lack? Why did persons in the 
Ghristian community realize limitedly the aspects of 
enriched personality set forth as a norm in the New 
Testament? Where were the streams of trliving water" 
which should bring vitality? Was today's culture SO 
destructive and demanding that realistically the in-
dividual end the church should not expect too much from 
the Christian faith? Did the transformations attributed 
to early followers present impossible ideals for today's 
society? How valid were those early claims to the power 
of the Gospel? Is the same power available and in evi-
dence today? The Christian faith, as interpreted through 
the New Testament writings, makes some tremendous claims 
for the life of man. It seemed to me that we in the 
church Wer8 giving lip service to great promises, but 
serious observation revealed a lack of efficacy or a need 
for a more honest appraisal. As a Christian educator and 
teacher, as well as in personal discipleship, I sought 
understanding which would enable me to realize increased 
effectiveness in my ministry and a greater affirmation in 
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my personal life. 
Studies in the area of personality theory and 
pastoral counseling have brought these questions sharply 
into focus for me, and I bave been equipped to examine 
more realistically my own assumptions from which some of 
these questions arose. A more valid understanding of the 
nature of man g8.ve rise to questions which prompted me 
to look for more pertinent theological answers. A 
broader bese, afforded by psychological studies, provided 
me wi th the perspective from which I could e )-amine more 
honestly and comprehensively the theological framework 
from which I interpreted my faith. 
In the dialogue which has ensued I have been 
stimulated time and again to observation, study, and wonder 
by the dynamics of Christian growth. Why does the Chris-
tian faith effe~t transformation in one life, unloosing 
power to love and live creatively and redemptively, and 
leave Mother life relatively unchanged? What is the 
factor that makes the difference between two persons out-
wardly subscribing to the same structure of faith but 
at opposite poles in inner resources and affirm.ation of 
life? Man's limitations and possibilities pOint again 
and again to the necessity of the comprehension and 
apprehension of God-for-man and God-in-man. When this 
is effective, how is it psychologically experienced? 
What is the difference subjectively that causes one 
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person to respond with his whole being and realize to 
great degree his essential nature while another may 
strive unsuccessfully or be content with only a super-
ficial expression of Christian experience~ Or is it a 
subjective difference? What is taking place within 
the inner men which results in the resolution of conflict, 
creative expression, genuine love and self-giving for 
others? How does the individual perceive what is taking 
place? How does a person experience spiritual growth or 
his ca.paci ty to transcend? Wherein lies the dynamics? 
My interest in the growth of personality in the 
context of the Christian faith has encouraged me to choose 
an area for thesis research which will assist me fn ex-
ploring and examining the process by which man's encounter 
with God through Jesus Christ is experienced psychologi-
cally as man himself views what is happening in him, 
through him, or to him. When man feels he has actually 
grown beyond what he previously was or has been endowed 
with that which he has not formerly possessed, how does 
he feel or experience the transformation? To if<1hat does 
he attribute the cbange? 
It i3 my hypothesis that dynamics contributing to 
the fulfillment of man's nature, resulting in creative 
living and wholeness, stem from the impact of the Divine 
PrAsence on the human personality in numinous experience. 
"Numinous/'a term first used by Rudolf Otto in his 
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book The Idea of the Hall is derived from the Latin word 
numen and is used by him to denote a category of value 
or state of mind in which man is aware, senses, or ex-
periences the numen praesens, or God p~esent. Otto 
uses the term to describe both man's capacity to appre-
hend the presence of the numen and the impact or evoking 
power of the numen. He emphasizes the affective states 
experienced by a person, especially as God is experienced 
as Wholly Other, full of mys tery, fas cina tion, and awe. 
Numinous, as used in the following pages, will 
also be indicative of experiences in which man is aware 
or conscious of the presence of God. It will, however, 
be seen as the functioning of man as created spirit in 
encounter with God as Spirit. As such, numinous will be 
viewed as primarily spiritual; mental and affective 
responses will reflect the spiritual dynamics. 
Following an examination of the theological 
premises on which a construotion of a view of man as 
spirit is based, the contribution of the numinouB to 
man in the Biblical tradition will be viewed. This will 
be followed by an analysis of research conducted among 
members of Protestant churches today in exploration of 
the extent and contribution of numinous experience. 
CHAPTER II 
SPIRIT AND NUMINOUS EXPERIENCE 
A consideration of numinous experience necessi-
te.tes an inve s tiga tion into the nature of man. \I\;ha. t i.'3 
man that God is mindful of him? How is he constituted 
so that his being may feel it is invaded by his 
Creator? How can a created being know or experience 
relationAhip or intercourse with the One Who created 
him? What is the common ground of meeting? Popular 
theology speaks much of the meaning of persons and the 
I-~hou relationAhip and the dynamics of personal en-
counter; a deeper exploration into the ~oundation for 
the8e concepts leads oneto the dimension of ~pir~.!.. 
'Nhat iB spirit? To that question comes the 
traditional answer, "God is Spirit, and they that wor-
ship Him must worship Him in spirit and in truth." 1 
God is Spirit; man was made in His image; and from that 
point of reference spirit and man find affinity. Theo-
logians and philosophers a.like have wres tIed wi th the 
concept of spirit. It has been exposed to more tortuous 
interpretations, greater extremes in meaning, periodic 
neglect, and obscurity than any other term attributed 
IJohn 4:24. 
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to a dimension of human life. Consequently, it is with 
a great aWRr~ness of the limits of finite understanding 
that one explores or Beeks meaning in this dimension. 
No study can hope to be thorough or complete, and an 
answer always seems to lead to another question, and 
arriving at any destination necessitates the exclusion 
of many contingent factors. 
It i3 hoped, therefore, that the reader will bear 
in mind that, although for the purposes of this thesis 
one facet of life will seem to be lifted out of context 
and other very mean:1ngful experiences may seem minimized 
to the detriment of all of life, this is necessary for 
the sake of closer examination and is not a denial of 
the importance of other aspects of man's life and faith. 
Human spirit has found its source of meaning in 
the divine Spirit, and inasmuch as the Christian church 
has often felt safer to leave the Holy Spirit in relative 
obscurity, the human spirit has also lost its heritage. 
Doctrinal interpretations emphasizing the sole efficacy 
of grace to the point of annihilating man's responsibility 
have a180 impoverished the concept of human spirit. To 
some the eradication of human spirit completely has 
seemed more consistent with their views of the nature of 
God. Those who posit a human spirit take different views 
as to the nature and function of man's spirit. To some 
it is merely the psychological self, a constellation of 
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~pecific factors; some likd ~o think of it bS a "piece!' 
of the divine Spirit; others, the source of freedom, the 
mark of transcendence, or the uniqueness of man. The 
Protestant church in general, while proclaiming its be-
lief in thA nature of man as spirit, has failed to 
reali~e the possibilities in man to rise to greater 
heights on one hand through the medium of spirit, and, 
conversely, through lack of understanding, bas expected 
too much from man unaware of the dependency of created 
spirit. 
SPIRIT IN THE OLD TESTAMENT 
Spirit is first encountered in the Biblical 
material in the second verse in the Old Testament: 
!lAnd the earth was without form, and vOid; and dark-
ness was upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit 
of God moved upon the face of the waters. rr2 The Hebrew 
word used bere foI' spirit is ruach. It is derived from 
a root meaning to breathe, and from the first it was 
used to signify not only the wind or breath, but also 
the spirit of life, the life-sustaining principle which 
pervades the cosmos as well es the mysterious, animating 
breath which gives vitality to the human body. In a 
secondery sense, it carried the idea of power or energy, 
both in the cosmos and in animate creation. From the 
2Gen. 1:2. 
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nontext of Genesis 1:2 ruacb here appears to denote 
the divine, vitalizing energy. This meaning is found 
in many of tbe instances in which the word is used in 
the Old Testament. 
In Genesis 2:7 we read: "And the Lord God ••.. 
breathed into his nostrils the rURch of life; and man 
became a living soul." From the firs t ruach was used 
to refer to the spirit or principle of life in man. 
The dust-formed man was inanimate until he received 
life from God. 
Jiving being. 
The ruacb or spirit of life made man a 
It enabled him to function. It was not 
a separate entity ~oming to reside in his brain or body; 
it was the life force which permeated or activated all 
dimensions of his belng. Creation WaB sustained by the 
activity of spirit: HIf he gather unto himself his 
spirit and his breath; all flesh shall perish together, 
and man shall turn again unto dust."3 
In the Old Testament ruach was not limited to 
these two meanings or always associated with God or 
man. In the primitive Hebrew mind it was used to ex-
plain all kinds of extraordinary phenomena: physical 
phenomena, sir in motion, the wind; physiological 
phenom.ena, the breath of animals and man; psychicRl 
connotations, emotional and mental experiences of hu-
man beings; and supernatural demonstrations, agencies 
3Job 34:14,15. 
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operating upon man from without and beyond. In these 
primitive manifestations of spirit its marks were super-
normal energy or behavior, often accompanied by ecstasy 
and inarticulate utterance. There were no ethical im-
plications in the beginning. 
As the Hebrew culture advanced beyond its animistic 
beginnings, these phenomena were brought under the con-
trol of Yahweh and the ruach responsible became that of 
Yahweh's and took on the same moralistic context. When-
ever He was perceived to be present, His ruach was in 
their midst, and His presence was known by His activity. 
The spirit of God waR an active power with purpose, 
achieving moral and religious ends. Its ways were beyond 
comprehension, inscrutable to human minds. It was not 
necessarily logical, predictable, or consistent. 
As the Hebrew concept of God matured, the ethical 
consciousness of the early prophets seemed constrained 
to subdue the more non-rational elements of tbe Spirit 
even to the extent of ignoring it altogether. Amos, 
Hosea, Micah, Isaiah, and Jeremiah preferred to attri-
bute their authority to the Lora. The later IsaIah and 
Ezekiel reclaimed the inspiration of tbe spirit as the 
SpIrit of the Lord. Its function was to ac~omplish the 
will of God and be seen in the light of His divine 
character. Henceforward the Spirit is controlled by 
developments in the Hebrew tbought of God Himself. 
-lI-
As the word for spirit had a theological develop-
ment, so also was its meaning enhanced anthropologically. 
Whereas at first it denoted en invasive energy coming 
from the supernatural realm, it gradually was used also 
to suggest other manifestations of energy in which man 
gave expression to his life. When the weary and thirsty 
Samson found water and drank, "his spirit returned and 
he lived. tl4 l'And when the queen of Sheba had seen all 
Solomon's wisdom ••• there was no more spirit in her. tl5 
The Psalmist cried, "Create in me a clean heart, 0 God; 
and renew a right spirit within me. rr6 The term thus 
became naturalized in man'~ life as it had been super-
naturalized in God 1 s. Man's spirit was indicative of 
the intensity or quality of the life force in him. As 
an aspect of man's life, it was sustained by the spirit 
of God, as all of man's being is dependent on the 
"breathU of life. However, this sustaining spirit or 
principle was not identifiable with manls spirit. ManIs 
spirit was not an extension or particle of the divine 
spirit which gives life to all of the creation. Psalm 
78:8 refers to the spirit who is not steadfast with God; 
Psalm 32:2, to the man in whose spirit there is no guile; 
Isaiah 57:15, to the one who is of a contrite spirit. 
To man himself is attributed spirit, and in this aspect 
4Jud. 15: 19. 51 Kings 10: 4,5. 6Psalm 51:10. 
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his nature is lik~ God's. 
Ruach as an element, or rather, as an 
aspect of human nature would always tend to 
suggest its origin in God's creative activity; 
its very use linked man to God, bridging the 
gulf of the Isaianic contrast of flesh and 
spirit by the assertion of an implicit kinship. 
Here, in man's ruach, was a potential contact 
for the inflow of new accessions of the divine 
ruach: to use the term was to keep the door 
open for God.? 
God created man in his own image and likeness. An 
aspect of that created being was spirit, as God is 
spirit. 
SPIRIT IN THE NEW TESTAMENT 
In the New Testament the long development of the 
term spirit in its reference to God comes into full 
flower. The ruach of God becomes pneuma hagion (Holy 
Spirit) in the Greek, sometimes with the definite article, 
sometimes without it. The spirit of God in the Old 
Testament was termed holy only three times compared to 
ejghty-eight in the New Testament and was always ex-
pressed wlth-"Thy" or "His." "The spirit" in the Old 
Testament may have denoted only the wind or the breath; 
the Spirit in the New Testament became God-in-action. 
The common usage of the term indicated the familiarity 
and nentrality with which the Holy Spirit was held in 
the thoughts and experience of the early Christians. 
?H. Wheeler Robinson, The ChristiJJn Experience 
of the Holy Spirit, (New York and London: Harper & 
Brothers Publishers, 1928), p. 13. 
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As in the Old Testament neither the functioning 
of the Spirit or the usage of the term falls into any 
consistent or logical pattern. We encounter the Spirit, 
Holy Spirit, Spirit, the Spirit of God, the Spirit of 
tbe Lord, the Spirit of the Fsther, the Spirit of Christ. 
In many instances "spirit" seems to mean tbe working of 
the Spirit of God upon the spirit of man, as "the spirit 
of adoption," IItbe spirit of meekness," IItbe spirit of 
revelation. 1I 
In the writings of Paul tbe Spirit became bighly 
personal and ethical. In his thought all Christian 
experience was seen in the context of the Spirit. For 
bim the Holy Spirit was linked explicitly and indis-
solubly with Jesus Christ: "Now the Lord is that 
Spirit. uS His IBnguage always indicates he thinks of 
the Spirit as a person. Fellowship with the Spirit 
WBS an intensely personal affair. Tbe presence of the 
Spirit placed him in direct relationship to the living 
Christ. This presence was not an influence, a feeling, 
or a vague metaphysical something; it was the penetra-
tion of his being by the divine Person opening the door 
to a real, inner apprehension of tbe Lordship of Christ. 
Althougb the Holy Spirit dominates any thinking 
regarding th<"l term IIspirit" in the New Testament, 
pneuma is ~l~o attributed to man, and the human pneuma 
SII Cor. 3:1'7. 
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is ~istingui8hed from the divine pneuma. Romans 8:16 
states lithe Spirit 1tself beareth witness with our 
spirit, that we are the children of God." In I Corin-
thians 2:11 we read, IIFor what man knoweth the things 
of a man, save the spirit of man which is in him? even 
so the things of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of 
God.1! 
The complexities of human nature are well illus-
trated by the variety of terms used in the Pauline 
epistles as the author points to man in different asp8cts 
of life. As pneuma is only one of several, a brief sur-
vey of 80me of the other terms may be helpful in reaching 
a fuller appreciation of the human spirit. Much of the 
following discussion is drawn from Rudolf Bultmarm's 
exposition of the Greek words used in New Testament 
anthropology.9 
Soma (body) is the most comprehensive term used by 
Paul to characterize man's existence. That it belongs 
inseparably. to human exis tence is clearly evident from 
the fact that Paul sees life after death in the form of 
soma. However, this body will not be a body of flesh, 
nor is the term restricted to this use in the present 
life. Neither does Paul use it in the sense of body-
form. Human existence, even in the sphere of Spirit, 
9Rudolf Bu1tmann, [rheology of the New Testament 
'Vol. I, tran9. Kendrick Grobel (New York: Charles ' 
Scribner's Sons, 1951). 
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1s somat1c existence. In Romans 6:12 Paul warns, IiLet 
not sin therefore re1gn in your mortal 30ma,," and in 
Romans 12:1 he tells the Romans "to present your somata 
as a living sacr1fice, holy and acceptabl e to God. 
From these passage s it 1s clear that Paul does not mean 
mere body or body-form, but by ~ he means the whole 
person. 
There are New Testament passages which ind1cate 
that soma is used at times to mean man's body in the 
flesh. There are people who "deliver the1r bodies to 
be burned,"lO and Paul "pommels and subdues h1s body, till 
but numerous other instances make 1t clear that soma 
is not a someth1ng that outwardly manifests a man's 
real self, but belongs rather to its very essence. The 
personal pronouns may often be substitut.ed f1tt1ngly. 
"Christ s hall be magn1f1ed in my body u12 and "present 
your bodies as a living sacr1f1ce" 13 could be sa1d 
"Christ shall be magn1f1ed in me" and "Present your-
selves as a living sacr1fice." 
Man, as a whole, can be denoted by soma there-
fore, Bnd as som~, man 1s able to make himself the object 
of h1s own ect10n or to experience himself as the s ubject 
to whom someth1ng happens. Man, as soma, has a relation-
sh1p to himself, and th1s relationsh1p can be either an 
lOr Cor. 13: 3. 
12phl1. 1:20. 
III Cor. 9:27. 
13Rom. 12:1. 
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appropriate or a perverted one; he may control himself 
or lose his control. In losing his control he may sur-
render it to a power which will continue his estrange-
ment from himself or to one that will enable him to 
return to himself. The fact that man is soma is neither 
good nor bad. It does mean that the possibility exists 
for him to be either good or bad--to bave a relationship 
for or against God. 
This characteristic concept, first mean-
ing the physical body, comes to serve, as we 
have shol.m, to denote man T s person in the 
respect that having a relationship to one's 
self belongs essentially to being man. More 
accur9tely, man is soma wben he i3 objectivized 
in relation to himserr-by becoming the object of 
his own thought, attitude, or conduct; he is 
sO!l!.a in that he can separate from himself and 
come under the domination of outside powers. 14 
Psyche (soul), often used with soma to deSignate 
man in his entirety, occurs relatively seldom in Paul. 
Hi8 use of soma shows that he does not dualistically 
set body and soul in opposition to each other. Rather, 
psyche in Paul's writings mean8 prima.rily life or the 
state of being alive. It is comparable to the Hebrew 
word nephesh. Arnold Come, drawing from J. Pedersen, 
defines it thus: 
Soul is the life of anything, but it 
is that life in terms of its part1culs.r stamp, 
its special qualities, capacities, and powers 
,which mBke this thing, this piece of life, a 
member of a particular genus of life and 
wi thin that genus a unique example. "Life is 
14Bultmann, p. 202. 
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not an abstract colorless something, ••• 
not mere existence without any qualities. 
Life i3 always stamped." So the two are 
indistinguishable. To say that a thing is 
"alive" means that it has strength in a 
peculiR.r formation. To speak of its "soul" 
is to refer to its distinctive form of life. 
Everything has life and soul or it simply 
is not. 15 
In I Corinthians 15:45 Paul quotes Genesis 2:7: 
liThe first man Adam was made a living soul," denoting 
a living being, an animate person. (The latter part 
of this verse presents a qualitatively higher state of 
being in stating "The last Adam was made a quickening 
(life-giving) spirit." 
It is not correct to think of psyche in Paul 
strictly as the life-giving principle. Rather, psyche 
is that specifically human state of being alive whi~h 
is man as R striving, willing, purposing self. Al-
though depreciated in contrast to pneuma, it still 
carries the meaning of full human life, the natural 
life of earthly man. 
The usage of pneuma in the writings of Paul as 
he uses it in reference to man does not lend itself to 
sharp definition. As stated above, Paul recognizes 
the human spirit as distinct from the divine spirit; 
he also uses it to show an aspect of human nature 
distinct from soma and psyche. In I Corinthian8 7:34 
l5Arnold B. Come, Human Spirit and HOlf Spirit, 
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1959 , p. 58. 
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the unmarried woman careth for the things of the Lord, 
that she may be holy both in body and in spirit," and 
in I Thessalonians 5:23 Paul prays th9.t "spirit and soul 
and body be preserved." This is not to suggest that 
man is either dichotomous or trichotomous, but rather 
that these terms emphasize the whole man. (Paul was 
writing in a language developed by a people to whom the 
unitary concept of man wa~ foreign. This has probably 
contributed to misleading interpretations of the divi-
sions in man's nature as well as providing increased 
opportunity for understanding and appreciation of the 
complexities of human nature.) 
Bultmann suggest that Paul uses spirit at times 
in place of a personal pronoun, such as in I Corin-
thians 16:18 when he says of the messengers from thp. 
Corinthian congregation, "They refreshed my spirit as 
well as yours. 1I In this and other references where a 
substitute could be made and sense maintained, Bultmann 
feels no loss in meaning ls involved and the use of 
spirit carries no connotation peculiar to itself. 
He interprets pneuma as distinct from psyche in 
that it seems to mean the self as being conscious or 
aware and approaching the meaning of nous (mind). 
Therefore he states: 
Since the human self as a willing and 
knowing self can be called by the same term 
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(tneuma) as the marvelous power of divine action, 
t en the formal meaning of pneuma must possess 
this double possibility. As a matter of fact, 
a glance at what hneuma means as divine Spirit 
confirms what we ave worked out for its mean-
ing as human spirit. paul does not conceive 
the divine Spirit as an explosively working 
power, so to say, but conceives it as guided 
by a definite tendency, a will, so that he can 
speak of its "endeavor ll (Rom. 8:6,2'7) or even 
of its "desires" (Gal. 5:17). It acts like a 
conscious subject certain of its goal (Rom. 8:26; 
I Cor. 2:10; II Cor. 3:6). Hence, to be "led 
by the (divine) Spiritll means to have one's will 
oriented in a particular direction (Rom. 8:14; 
Gal. 5:18).16 
Thus for Bultmenn Paul's use of pneuma in its 
highest development points to that structure of man's 
belng which requires living toward some goal, having 
some attitude, willing something and knowing something. 
"The goal toward which one's life is oriented is left 
still undetermined in the mere ontological structure of 
having some orientation or othsr; but this structure 
(which for Paul is, of course, the gift of the life-
giving Creator) offers the possibility of choosing one's 
goal, of deciding for good or evil, for or against 
God.,,17 
Spirit thus provides man with the possibility of 
relationship with God, but the fact that he has spirit 
does not make relationship inevitable. 
Bultmann's theology seems to stop short of some 
of the implications which seem necessary for a fuller 
16Bultmann, p. 207. 
17Bultmann, p. 208. 
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comprehension of the nature of man and which seem con-
sistent with Pauline teachings. It is the nature of 
man to be goal-seeking and purposive in behaviour, and 
this orientation would be native to the realm of spirit. 
As created spirit, however, unless that orientation is 
found in relationship to God for which it was intended, 
the power of spirit to make its total contribution to 
the life of man will not be realized. Man as sptrit is 
free to choose. He may choose to be in relationship to 
God, or he may not. By virtue of his creation, it is 
the nature of man as ~pirit that requires the dynamics 
of the divine-human relationship for the functioning of 
man as a united being. Paul sees this consistently from 
the standpoint of the action of the divine Spirit, but 
this does not eliminate the responsive action of the 
human spirit. In Romans 8:16 he writes, "The Spirit 
its~lf beareth witness with our spirit that we are the 
children of God." The Spirit does not bear witness to 
our spirit, but with it. 
Implications of man's sociality and relationships 
might also be derived from some of Paul's statements in 
which Bultmann would substitute a personal pronoun or 
the self. Most important is the kinship between God 
and man in that His Spirit communicates with the spirit 
of man. The kinship is not established on the basis of 
creation, however, but on the basis of relationship which 
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has come into being D The fact that man has spirit 
does not mean communication automatically can ensue; 
it does mean, with the establishment of relationship, 
that it is the means through which interaction will 
take place. Not only the relationship, but also the 
communication or interaction are personal. 
In I Corinthians 16:18 Paul refers to the re-
freshing of his and the Corinthians' spirits and in II 
Corinthians 7:13 to the joy felt for the refreshment 
of Titus' spirit. It is true that the self could be 
substituted and meaning would remain, but there seems 
to be indication of the high value Paul places on this 
aspect of human relationships. There is a sense in 
which the original meanings of the words ruach and 
pneuma--breath of life and power--lift these polite 
expressions of appreciation to acknowledgments of grati-
tude for that which one human being can do for another 
through the medium of spirit. The whole self experienced 
the refreshment, but it was made possible because of 
spirit. And spirit was dynamic because it stemmed from 
redemptive relationship. The dynamics of created spirit 
are relative to this foundation or context. 
Paul expresses conflict in his spirit in II Corin-
thians 2:13, and again the self could be meant. The 
choice of pneuma in place of another anthropological 
term might suggest that aspect of man most indicative 
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of unity or le.ck of unity. The dynamics of' spirit 
are unifying to the personality; the contribution of 
peace to the wholeness of life is inestimable. 
Paul'R benedictions are also worthy of note. 
In Galatians 6:18 he se.ys, "Brethren, the grace of our 
Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit," and in Philemon 
1:25, "The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with your 
spirit.II Beatitude is having one's spirit in conse.n-
guinity with the favor experienced in Christ. This does 
not mean that Paul was only interested in the s?irit of 
man, but rather it implies that the whole man is rela-
tive to the orientation or "condition" of the man's 
spirit. In other words, this is the index to man in all 
other dimensions. Through th8 medium of spirit man 
realizes the Good. The power of the divine spirit for 
transformation suggests the power of the human spirit 
in the life of man. 
Historically, in the theological tradition, human 
spirit has come and gone, receiving more or less recog-
nition in accordance with the emphasis on the sovereignty 
of God and divinR grace and ~urrent philosophical tradi7 
ions. The early church came under the influence of 
Greek thought which held a lofty view of spirit. This 
was ~orrelated with eros depicting the aspiration of man 
for fulfillment found in the divine Splrit. Augustine 
an0 later Aquinas gave the human spirit this faculty--
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the tendency to seek and. find its beatitude in God. 
The Reform~tion, with Luther and Calvin, de-spirited 
m8n in the sense of finding nothing in man capable of 
aspiration. Fallen or sinful man lacked any power 
whatsoever to reach np toward the ultlmate; the divine-
human encounter was a downward thrust Bnd the dynamics 
of human spirit were completely missing. The function-
ing of 8Dirit in the redeemed man was also completely 
dominated by the divine. To a great extent it would 
appehr that when the church has probed the meaning of 
spirit in the life of man it has found it difficult to 
get beyond this initial problem--the role of the human 
spirit in the reconciliation of God with man. Little 
emphasis has been given to the functioning of spirit 
in the totality of men's life as he actualizes his 
existence. 
Emil Brunner states that human spiri t can only 
be understood from the Godward side: "We claim that 
this final point of reference, for which and from which 
our spirit as spirit eXists, i8 the God who reveals Him-
self to us in His Word. 1I18 It is true that the human spirit 
can only be probed in the light of divine spirit, but this 
is not to say we cannot be enriched and enlightened by 
some probing from below. 
J.~mil Brunner, Man in Revolt, (Philadelphia: The 
~estminster Press, 1947), p. 239. 
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There are many conceptions of spirit end it is 
beyond the scope of this paper to attempt a discussion 
or comparison of them. Relative to the contribution of 
numinous experience to the life of man, certain aspects 
seem particularly important. 
Spirit is personal. This is not to equRte the 
tl3rms. It means rather th~ 6ctivities we would desig-
na te as "spiri tUB.l lI are embodied in the personal. There 
is no expression of spirit without person. A numinous 
experience is not a misty, radioactive, floating sensa-
tion. It is the conscious awareness of a Person. Spirit 
can enter into community with another spirit, freely 
opening itself to another, and responding to another 
spirit!s outreach. A: spirit can withdraw from another 
spirit. As spirit, man has this freedom; as created 
spirit, however, he cannot realize his potentialities 
outside of community with the divine spirit. His free-
dom is limited by his finiteness. As created spirit, 
distorted since the Fall, man requires the initiative 
of the divine spirit before he can enter into community. 
He cannot seek and find the divine Spirit. Through his 
own spirit, however, he has awarene~s of the Other and 
can open himself to the power and presence of the Other. 
Spirit is dynamic. Spirit, functioning in freedom, 
has power. The human spirit realizing itself in response 
to the divine Spirit empowers man in all aspects of his 
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being--rationally, morally, emotionally, and physically. 
Spirit suggests life--and life in the fullest sense. 
The response of man to the presence of God releases 
energies which are felt throughout the structure of his 
being and enable him to participate in the creative power 
of God. This is not to imply that the divine Spirit works 
on the human spirit which in turn empowers man in other 
capacities. Rather, the impact of the divine Spirit on 
created spirit is simultaneously an impact on man in 
totality. This may be re a lized in heightened mental 
understanding, intellectual comprehension, power to love, 
increased sense of physical well-being, etc. It is quite 
often realized most emphatically in a dimension of life 
where man feels strong need. Spirit gives man the power 
to realize existentially his essential nature. This may 
always be fragmentary but even in remembrance may gener-
ate life-giving power to the individual. 
Not only does spirit bring power but it gives 
uni ty. The alienation of mB.n is the theme of our 
culture--alienation from himself, alienation from other 
persons, ,alienation from God. The function of spiri t 
unifies man with himself, he knows inner peace. It 
provides the highest sense of community with other per-
sons and gives man that mysterious "knowing" or assur-
ance that he is in an accepting relationship with God. 
Through spirit man may realize B cosmic sense of being 
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"at home" or belonging. 
BecauRe man W8S created Rpirit as God is Spirit 
he may kno# and be known of God as person. To him 
who stands at the peak of creaturely existence may 
come the awareness of divine Presence and the power to 
transcend his structure as he knows it. Because man was 
created spirit he may not realize fulfillment of his own 
nature unless he experiences the power of the divine 
Spirit. Because man ws.s crested spirit he must be 
spiritual or die. 
The history of religion records the created spirit1s 
quest for life. All the religions of the world which 
have included a la.rge number of constituents have embracE1d 
numinous experience in their tradition. Though it is seen 
B.nd experienced in many different forms, the universality 
of the experience demands recognition of this aspect of 
man's nature. The religions of India, particularly Hinduism 
ann Buddhism, pls.ce more emphasis on the passive aspects. 
The lo~s of personal identity in numinous experience is 
th~ goal of spiritual striving. In the Mohammedan tradi-
tion, Sufiism stres~es the numinous experience with pan-
theistic and ascetic aspects. 
The Jewish and Christian tradition ha s also fostered 
numinous experience which has not only carried the stamp 
of the individual personality but also the reflection of 
the culture and religious community from which it sprung. 
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St. Francis of Assisi, Aquinas, Brother Lawrence, Madame 
Guyon, Jacob Boehme, George Fox, John Wesley, C. S. Lewis, 
and many others have recorded the impact of numinous ex-
perience on their lives. 
The Bible gives ample witness to the validity of 
numinous experience and its contribution to the fulfill-
ment and growth of the individual and community. A brief 
look at man'~ response and record of nun0_nous encounter 
in the Biblical writings indicates its integral force 
in the Judeo-Chri ."\ tian tradi tion. 
NUMINOUS IN THR OLD TB STAMENT 
Beginning in primitive manifestations the Old 
Te8tament records the growth of numinous consciousness 
from demonic dread to the experience of Job in which 
the response to the numinous is felt in repentance, 
understanding, and peace. Throughout the early Old 
Testament period men were called and responded on the 
basis of the promise of the presence of the numen. 
Abraham went forth and founded a new nation on the 
basis tha t God would be wi th him. Jacob vowed, "If 
God will be with me, and will keep me in this way that 
I go, • then shall the Lord be my God.!I19 Joseph 
ro<>e to great heights because lithe Lord was with him."20 
A!ld Moses returned to Egypt on the basis of "I will be 
with thee. rr21 On this authority and the power that 
19Gen. 28:21. 20Gen. 39:23. 21Ex. 3:12. 
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they felt accompanied it, the early patriarchs and the 
Jewish writers expressed the foundations of their 
faith. Man's response to God's address meant the power 
of the presence of God for the realization of life's 
purposes and meanings. And, although God revealed 
Him~elf in these early accounts in overwhelming power 
and awe-insplring happenings, man's response was not 
one of terrorized submission in the presence of an 
all-powerful force. Jacob was undoubtedly impressed 
with the vision of the ladder and Moses with the burn-
ing bush, but in neither case was the manifestation of 
"1,I\I11011y other" thE\ ~hief factor. Jacob interpreted his 
dream and made his decision on the basis of his reflec-
tions and conclusions. Moses stood in the presence of 
the burning bush and argued with God. Later, to Joshua 
and Gideon, the call to service is given again with the 
promise "r will be v;ith you,"22 with the understanding 
that power through God's help would be available. Time 
and time again the early writings record the empowering 
of man beyond his natural capacities for the achievement 
of God's purposes and as a mark of favor to man who stood 
in obedient relationship. The value of these deeds did 
not spring from any moral or rational context. 
With the giving of the law and the subsequent 
development of a moral and ethical religion, the numin-
22Josh. 1:9; Jud. 6:12. 
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OU8 experience took on a moral color, becoming more 
rational in its import. The sense of f~ar, mystery, 
~nd the unpredictable was not lost but w~s greatly re-
duced by th~ sense of the "holy" and powAr Gl)nditlon~d 
by goorine~s, .'ftsdom, end truth. Consequently, man ex-
pect~d and realized the dynamics of divine R~tion in 
more highly developed processes of living and under-
st&mcl.ing. 
From the beginning, hovfever, the experience of 
the numinous was dynam:l.~ for mtm. It enabled hi m. not 
only to go beyond himself but also to know and rightly 
judge himself. In the very act of tranflcendence he 
was aware of his dependence. In the presence of the 
nurnen he realized the Dower to become what he was. 
The encounter "enlarg~dl! the self in some aspect of life 
when the self encountered W~lS responsive as a created 
being to the Creator. The many instances in the Old 
Te,<.;tament give various types of per;:;onal enlargement 
attributed to the energy of God loosed in man. Samson 
knew great physical strength; Joshua knew great skill 
as a military strategist and was victorious in battle 
aga1nst almo~t impossible odds; the prophets were given 
wisdom and the gift of eloquence; Bezaleel knew great 
artistic skill; etc. 
Dependent upon the level of development of the 
con.cept of God, some principles seem indicated 
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throughout. The dynamics arising from the experience 
of the presence of God were purposive. God revealed 
Himself to m&n with lntentionality. God-in-action 
resulted in man-in-action. In early Biblical history 
thi8 would seem to serve the individual's good alone, 
but with the riRe of moral religion the good of the 
community became foremost. 
Man realized the development of his nature, the 
enhancement of himself, the employment of divine power, 
to further ends greater than his own pleasure. Although 
this was seen as the dlvinf: pleasure, i t; ·~"va.'3 in corre-
spondence with ml3.1l'S responsibility. Initially God may 
have come upon men unsough:' 6Jld even unwanted; the de-
gree to which this experience became operative in the 
life of mS.n depended upon man's response. Man always 
retained his identity in the face of numinous experienceo 
It wa~ never God's intent to reduce man to nothing, 
although He might utilize affliction to bring him to 
somethingo 
NUMINOUS IN ~HE NEW TESTAMENT 
In the New Testament, primarily in the Gospel of 
John and the writings of Paul, numinous experience be-
comes normative for disciples of Jesus Christ. The in-
carnation of the divine in human flesh heralds the 
fulfillment of God's accornmode.tion to man. God not only 
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reveals Himself as the loving Father, Redeemer, and 
Seeker of Man, but becomes the Embodiment of the Per-
sonal Who calls to man in his aloneness l3.nd barrenness 
and reveals Himself as the One in Whose Presence the 
desire and power to respond and transcend the human 
limitations of sin ~nd guilt could be realized. 
The early Christians experienced this as the Holy 
Spirit functioning in their behalf: 
And because ye are sons, God hath sent 
forth the Spirit of his Son into your hearts, 
crying, Abba, Father. 
Wherefore thou art no more R servant, 
but a son; and if R son, then e.n heir of God 
through Chri~t.23 
Through the medium of spirit they knew themselves in 
personal relationship with Jesus Christ, they were 
aware of His presence and knew themselves to be changed 
and empowered by the dynamics implied. The incarnation 
was an ever-present fact and they experienced redemption 
and transcendence through the power released in response 
to the presence of the nurnen. 
That he would grant you according to the 
riches of his glory, to be strengthened with 
might by his Spirit in the inner man; 
That Christ may dwell in your hearts by 
faith; that ye, being rooted and grounded in 
love, 
May be able to comprehend with all saints 
what is the breadth, and length, and depth, and 
height; 
And to know the love of Christ which pass-
eth knowledge, that ye might be filled with all 
the fulness of God. 
Now unto him the. t is able to do exceeding 
abunde.ntly above alJ that we ask or think, 
23Gal. 4:6. 
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according to the power that worketh is us. 24 
Man not only knew himself "accepted," but also in 
the process of becoming more acceptable. To be "in Christ" 
was not only a rationel theological proposition but a dy-
namic way ' of life. Their life and being reflected the 
activity of a God Who so loved that He encountered them 
personally and they knew it. 
I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless 
I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me: 
and the life which I now live in the flesh I 
live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved 
me, and gave himself for me. 25 
This knowledge and interaction abounds in the 
New Testament. It was realized vitally and specifically 
in various ways by different individuals, but always in 
the sense of man realizing hi~: personal destiny and the 
purpose~ of God with His creatures. 
New Testament men witnesses concretely to the 
power of the numinous. Stephen faced death victori-
ously in the presence of His Lord. 26 Saul of Tarsus 
encounters himself and knows the truth. 27 Ananias 
receives gUidance and divine commission. 28 Power is 
given to break the sway of sin and the flesh,29 to 
heal physical infirmities,30 to produce Christian 
character,31 to assist in prayer,32 to bear pain and 
24Eph. 3:16-20. 250al. 2:20. 26Acts 7:59,60. 
27Acts 9:6. 28Acts 9:11. 29Acts 16:18. 
30Acts 3:160 310a1. 5:20,21. 32Rom. 8:26. 
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tribulation for the cause of Christ,33 to aid ln under-
standing,34 to provide guide.nce for ministry,05 etc. 
Awareneg8 of the presence of the nmnen, known by man 
through the Person Jesus Christ, experienced in a lov-
ing B.nd creative relationship, is the New Testament 
criterion for Christian discipleship. 
331 Pet. 4:14. 
35Acts 16:9. 
34 1 Cor. 2:10-14. 
CHAPTER III 
NUMINOUS EX?l';;R I8NCE IN THE CHURCH rrODA Y 
A study of man's nHture as spirit and the record 
of numinosity in the historical foundations of the 
Christian faith gives rise to questions concerning the 
nature and contribution of numinous experience to mem-
bers of the Christian community todey. 
In an effort to inve~tigate this area research was 
conducted among member~ of the Presbyterian, Methodist, 
Baptist, Di~ciples of Christ, and Society of Friends 
churches in Kokomo, Indi~ma. To the extent to which it 
could be controlled, per80n~ were chosen as subjects who 
were actively committed to the life of their particular 
community of faith. Information was obtained through 
interview, qU8stionaire, and group discussion. Anonymity 
was extended where it seemed desirable but was not ob-
served where the subject evidenced no desire for it. 
Subjects fe~l mainly between thirty-five and forty-five 
years of F.l.ge and were evenly divided between men and 
women; they represent a wide range in social, cultural, 
and educational development. The following study is 
based on information supplied by 130 person~; of these, 
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114 stated that they felt they had experienced an 8ware-
neS3 of the presence of God in various degrees of Inten-
sity; 16 stated that they hed had no such experience. 
Of the 114 persons who felt they had experienced 
the pre~ence of the numen, their experiences included 
dreams in which God or Christ was present, visi ons, 
supernatural light, healing, and less intense states of 
abiding peace and well-being. The experiences reported 
varied con~ iderably, as could be expected from the stand-
point of the uniqueness of each personality and life 
situation involved. A wide variation in descriptive 
terms indicate8 the diversification in religious back-
grounds. However, there are elements common to most of 
the experjences described. 
The presence of the Dumen wa~ experienced as 
ger~on~1. The presence of God was that of another Per-
Ron encountering the man or woman in a personally 
responsive Aituation. As the divine presence was felt 
to be personal, so did the person respond personally. In 
some situations the divine presence was perceived to be 
Jesus or the Lord. 
A loved one was in Rurgery and a voice 
very ne9r said to me, liThe Lord giveth and 
the Lord ta1:<eth away." It was as if you were 
standing next to me saying these words. I 
knew this loved one would never live through 
thi8 operation. This person was very dear to 
me but even sO the Lord comforted and gave 
peace and assurance that this person was with 
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Him. He assured me that He knew what was 
best and that He would be near me end give 
c0!l1fort. 36 
I was crossing the Continental Divide 
in the ?ind River Range of Wyoming when I 
came upon a small mountain l~ke surrounded 
with pine trees. A lofty peak arose immedi-
ately behind the lake. Snow had fallen the 
night before l and it was still clinging to 
the pine boughs. The surface of the lake was 
like a mirror reflecting the beauty of the 
whole scene. There w~s peace and quiet in 
this spot that defies description. As I 
stood there I knew that God was by my side. 
I felt this w~s a place He might have made 
for Himself, and He was sharing it with me. 
I had mixed emotions as I witnessed this view. 
Firs tit was clean B.nd unsnoiled by the hand 
of man. Only God could have created such 
bea.u ty 1 and it fi lIed me wi th awe. I fe It 80 
small and un:i.mnortant. Then I Vias cons cious 
of my shortcomings and how unvvorthy I was to 
stand in the pres~nce of God. It finally 
came to me that I was 8. child of God and my 
sins had been paid fof by Christ on the cross. 
Never in my life had I wanted more to be a 
good Christian. My short stay there was an 
inspiration I'll never forget. 37 
Once that I remember my child was very 
illl near death in fact. I was completely 
responsible for her and she had a relapse. 
Complete panic overtook me and then I seemed 
to feel some other presence. Almost as if 
one was saying to me 1 rlBe calml I run with you. 
I became aware of another being besides me and 
the child. As real as a person but taking 
no form at all. I became very secure in feeling 
the child would be fine. I WBS able to get the 
nurse after I put the child back into oxygen 
and this calm remained. The presence must have 
been God. There was no form but a definite 
realization that another spirit came into the 
room with me. The nurses remarked about my 
36F_l. (Code letter indicates denomination: B--
Bapt., DC--Disc., F--Friends, M--Meth., P--Pres.) 
37 B:;..'H,. 
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unusual calm but I did not feel able to speak 
of it to anyone. The emotions were calrrmess, 
security and relief plus a feeling of no longer 
being alone. Some other times to a much lesser 
degree but in Rituations whiob would re Quire 
less help I have felt that some spirit was help-
ing and was present. 38 
There are tim.es when I feel I must talk 
to God. That no one else would understand or 
be able to help me. During tbese times I pra.y 
and everything and everyone else seems to be 
miles away. There is just myself, my thoughts 
and prayers for otbers and God. Jesus is al s o 
there, for somehow he seems closer and more 
real to me then God 30metimes. 39 
Some ye~rs ago I was very sick with double 
pneumonia, s o bad tbe doctor forbade even the 
pe s tor's visits. I prayed earnestly, not only 
for my healing, but for a clean heart. Saturday 
at 6:30 A.M. tbe Lord came to me. He stood by 
my bed and spoke these words to me: "Though 
your sins be as scarlet they sball be white as 
snow. 'T'he blood of Jesus Ohrist His Son clean-
seth you from all sin." How did I feel when I 
knew it was the Lord there with me? Before He 
came it wa s hard for me to breathe or speak. 
After He spoke to me and touched me I was able 
to breathe and I felt wonderful and a s ked my 
husband who was sitting by my bedside if he had 
heard the voice and when he said he had to say 
no I could understand those wonderful words were 
just for me. I got out of bed, changed my wet 
clotbes and bed and was better. Wben the doctor 
CQroe the next morning be could not believe wbat 
he saw. But I was there when it happened and I 
ought to know. 40 
In some ins tances phys ic a1 or human chs.rac ter-
istics were attributed to the personal impact of the 
divine pre s enoe. 
38p _22 • 
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I closed my eyes, held out my hand to 
God to take and slept free from fear and 
'''lorry for the firs t time for three or four 
nights. 41 
Once when returning from a revival 
meeting I felt very close to God. I was sure 
Jesu& was sitting on the seat beside me in 
the car. At first I was afraid to turn and 
look. After awhile I finally looked and sew 
nothing. 42 
• • • And I could feel his presence as 
though he had laid his hand on my shoulder. 
I just knew he wa s there. 43 
There are times when I bow my head and 
feel as if I'm whispering in his ear. 44 
The personBl character of the encounter 
with the numinous is accented in instances where the 
human spirit rebels or wrestles with the divine 
address. 
I once knelt at the altar rail of a college 
auditorium se~king God's guidance for my life. 
I was completely alone in the building. A 
lighted picture of Sallman's head of Christ was 
in the front of the bUilding. Somehow I heard 
the words "This i s the way" over and over in my 
mind. UnfortunatelYJ I didn't follow the Spirit's 
leading and my life has been cursed ever since. 45 
••• So after wrestling with God all 
night I finally gave him my heart J all of it. 46 
I had prayed earnestly for many months 
about e personal problem and seemed unable to 
rec~ivA a clear-cut answer. Then one morning 
while driving to work--and without any further 
41B _13 • 
45B_12 • 
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seeking--Bn answer came that st8rtled me. It 
was an answer that surprised and brought 9 strong 
sen~e of pain. yet it was unmistakably God's 
voice and must not be ignored. I felt a des-
perate need for God's help to enable me to obey 
what I had jU8t heard Him 8ay. There were tears, 
a heart-breaking, and finally strength to pledge 
my obedience. Then came a profound sense of 
wonder and gratitude that God should be so near 
and speak ~o plainly to me. I felt a deep joy 
and peace. The certainty of God's presence and 
speaking gave me feelings of confidence and 
as.surance. 47 
I had been in rebellion for some time. 
My problems seemed more than I could bear. I 
could not go on. I would not go on. I felt as 
though accepting the situation would rob me of 
my identity. I knelt by my bed and literally 
pounded the bed with my fists crying out my 
anger, fears, and despe.ir to GOd. If he wanted 
me to continue He would have to do something. 
I couldn't go on. As I knelt there weeping I 
mew He was there. I suddenly fe 1 t as though 
my being were arrested in its agitation. I was 
quiet, wai ting, and some thing happened. There 
was no message, no feeling that things would 
be better, no promise, but I knew I could go 
on, I could live in the situation without being 
demoralized. I became obedient but I did not 
bec ome nothing as I fel t I would. lmd it was 
not a8 though God forced Himself upon me, and 
demanded that I give in. It was rather as 
though Hi8 presence said "I am here" and my 
being seemed to draw something from the quality 
of that which put everything else in a differ-
ent perspective. I do know that from that time 
on I was able to live in what had been an in-
tolerable situation with a new degree of love 
and acceptance. 48 
The presence of the numen was d.ynamic. It con-
tributed to change in the person involved. No one en-
countered by the numen W8.S quite the S8me afterwards. 
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It had made R difference in some aspect of being. 
Energies were released or integrated SO that the person 
knew self-Hlteration in some form. 
The first time this happened I was on 
my way to the court house in Kokomo Rnd it was 
a beautiful spring day in May, 1956. I suddenly 
had the feeling of exhilaration and happiness and 
a feeling that God was with me. I breathed deeply 
of the spring air and said to myself, "11m the 
h9.ppiest man alivel Tl And I had a feeling of 
as~urance that if I continued my present positive 
outlook on people around me that I would always 
exp9 rience this true happines s. Yes, I fel t a 
nes,rness to God MGfelt that He we.s wi th me f'or 
that fleeting moment. Bince then I have felt 
this nea.rness many times. I f'ind that I have 
been given the ability to help others to over-
come f'ear and gain self'-conf'idence. Helping 
others to ovsrcome their inhibitions is one of 
the finest f'eelings that I could have ••• I 
feel that He is near me. I feel greatly inspired. 
I feel like no task is too great to accomplish. 
I f'eel that His presence is helping me to !'give 
of myself'" much easier ~ith no thought of' great 
return D I f'eel like He helps me generate en-
thusie.sm in my work. 49 
I think I have been more aware of the 
Presence in times of trouble. I remember when 
our little four year old girl was in the 
hospital with a respiratory infection. She was 
having penicillin shots every f'our hours. It 
was taking a long time for the congestion to 
break. I was staying with her night and day. 
It came to me one night that the Spirit was 
with us. There seemed to be a canopy over the 
child's bed as if it were a sheltering and pro-
tecting covering. Next morning Eleanor was 
much improvad--she wa~ placed in the nursery 
and I was sent home rejoicing. There was another 
time of deep hurt when I experienced a f'eeling of' 
being held up and of being sustained by a strong 
and reliable power. More recently when my 
husband passed away, I seemed to move through 
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the necessary activities with a lighter step 
and less effort than I had ever experienced 
before.50 
This awareness of God's presence usually 
happens in periods of silence in which the mind 
is turne d toward God, though sometimes it happens 
without a conscious striving on my part. Emo-
tional element most normally is that of awe; 
there is a sharpening of the senses in these 
moments with a new awareness of both myself and 
the world around me. The world around me includes 
both the immediate surroundings and world of my 
total living experience. God's presence seems 
to surround roe, but this is not being caught up 
into a seventh heaven. Instead of an erotic or 
frenzy experience as seen in those who "speak 
with tongues,lI feeling the presence of God 
around me I am able to face up to the ta.sks which 
God would have me do. In some of these moments, 
it seems as if God is telling me what to do, 
not by tRlking in my ear, but by directing my 
thoughts. 51 
The numinous experience was felt to be purposive. 
'rhere was "reason" for the occurrence. It was not just 
a pleasant, s oul-satisfying interlude. It related to 
personal destiny and ultimate ends. 
This experience came as I was cleaning 
house. I mURt have been thinking of God; I only 
remember a great climax in feeling and a certainty 
remained that this was a turning point in my life. 
The scripture came strongly, "Ask and ye shall 
receive; seek and ye shall find." And I felt I 
had found, after seeking in earnest for about a 
year. I suddenly became aware that God had been 
seeking me and I was finally responding--that 
God was reRl after all. A flood of joy and 
gratftude swept over me and I wept for joy. It 
was B tremendous emotional release. 52 
An experience I bave long remembered, be-
cause It was so dramatic, happened on Easter 
5°F-30. 51DC -14. 
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morning either the second or the third year 
that the Easter pageant was presented in Kokomo. 
I had attended the pageant one year, but this 
time I had decided the night before thRt I would 
not arise SO early--for after all it was but a 
pageant, only a play, and what real meaning did 
it give one as he regarded Easter anyway? In 
other words, I was feeling just a little cynical. 
So, to bed with the feeling that tomorrow was 
just another day, another Sunday, and everybody 
would be out in their finery crowding the church; 
but what meaning did it really have for mankind 
anymore? I was awakened before dawn--probably 
about 5:00 A.M.--by a voice which was repeating 
something to me, over and over··agalo. Then I 
was suddenly fully conscious a.s I heard the 
message clearly: liThe Master's touch! The 
message of hope." I had the feeling of being 
surrounded by an enveloping warmth of love such 
es one feels when he knows he is secure under 
the protective guardianship of someone who loves 
and cares for him deeply. Also, I had the 
distinct feeling that God wanted to make me 
aware of his living pre~ence, and to reassure 
my faith. I had no feeling of fear, but I felt 
a deep consciousness of God presenting Himself 
to my mind with His love and promise. In a way 
I felt as though I were a child being chided by 
a parent in a loving manner. I felt a sense of 
wonderment that such a message would come to me 
when I hed been experiencing a period of cynicism, 
doubt, and lethargy. I have pondered this ex-
perience many times. Since then I have hqd a 
greater feeling of peace; and a deeper faith; 
also, a reminder now when I feel doubt that God 
has given me a "message of hopeI! through Christ. 53 
Numinous experience was an empowering experience. 
Through the experience the person realized new strength, 
resources, ability, creativity. Persons transcended 
the bounds of humen limite.tions. The power was manifest 
in physical strength, moral strength, mental ability 
beyond that known before. 
53p _4 • 
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At one time, on Formosa, I was not feeling 
well. My strength was sappeo. and I was very 
weak. '.nre had played two or three basketball 
games a day and preached in the same number of 
services. The food and water that I hB.d con-
sumed did not agree with me and I felt awful 
and feared that I could not possibly continue 
the grind. In quiet prayer to God I asked for 
streng0h to be able to continue, I earnestly 
wanted 8.nd needed help. God's presence was 
reel. My tired feelings were lifted and a 
new source of Rtrength was found--God's strength. 
I really believe that God took over--when I ex-
haus ted all that I had-.-Tneremainder of the 
summer's bas~etball evangelism tour was com-
pleted and I know that God was with us each 
~tep of the way.54 
As I've prepared for te aching 8.dul t Sunday 
scbool classes, I have felt direct help--sometimes 
the words flow to me faster than I can write. The 
same thing happens as I've taught and discussed 
with the group later; I have sometimes felt such 
a flow and such a response from persons that 
afterwards I feel completely drained; and wept 
as with emotional exhaustion--although bodily I 
felt fatigue, my spirits have been lifted and I 
experienced a great exhilaration. (The weeping 
is because I feel such a wonder and gratitude 
that God has chosen to use me. 55 
At the time of my mother's death (fifteen 
years ago) we six children felt a great loss •• 
• Just before her funeral the 3ix of us gathered 
in mother's bedroom and each of us renewed our 
covenant with God. As we were praying we felt 
that we were in the presence of God. He was 
there to comfort us,-to help us, to strengthen 
our prayer life, to give us direction, guidance, 
and courage to follow through. ThiR experience 
has been a sacred memory through the years. 56 
Many numinous experiences 8rose out of life's 
~ituations. Crisis situations and intensely emotional 
states sf!rved as thresholds to awareness of God'::3 
54 B _14 • 
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presence. Particularly in times of stress, loss, or 
suffering did He make Himself felt. Some of these circum-
stances were the death of a loved one, surgery and illness, 
divOrce, mental illness, spiritual struggle, miscarriage, 
relinquishment of personal goals. In these circu~3tances 
the created spirit knows him5elf most in need and is most 
aware of his creaturely limitations. Consequently he is 
most respon3ive to the address of the divine presence. 
The viciRsitudes of life becomes the means of grace. 
Not only in trmlble, however, did the created being 
recognize his Creator. Numinous experience also arose 
out of the context of ~ituations of great joy and appre-
ciation. Awareness of His presence and power was exper-
ienced at the birth of 8. child, in meaningful sexual 
fUlfillment, in participation in the beauty of nature, in 
the experience of love in community, corporate worship, in 
communication with meaning in humen encounter. To a few 
numinous experience came quietly in periods of silent 
meditation, but generally it was concomitant with a life 
experience in which the individual waR greatly involved. 
Numinous experience was always felt to be desir-
able, Even when it was the bearer of unpleasant revela-
tion concerning the indiVidual or brought a mes~age 
involving death or grief-bringing Change, the person 
felt he was enriched. Painful revelation in the pres-
ence of the numen was better than being blind. 
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!~inous experiBnce was felt to be self-
authenticating. The fact of the experience itself was 
not a matter of doubt, although a few stated they weren't 
sure they understood it all. Even in these situations, 
however, there seemed to be the feBling that they had 
participated in something of great value. 
There are times in which I experience 
the immediate presence of God with great in-
tensjty. At such moment8 God i3 tremendously 
real and close and personsl. The feeling is 
good and deep and rich with meaning--not 
meaning that can be explained or described in 
words--but meaning that is because it is experi~ . 
enced. It is difficult to recall what I think at 
these moments because for the most part I just 
feel. I feel this is so real--this is what 
life is meant to be. I am participating in 
that which is whole and eternal but not quite 
total participation. I alwe.ys remain me. I 
am unique and God recognizes that. Even dur-
ing unhappy times--this is a moment of jOy--
I feel so very thankful--I feel loved. 
I should perhaps add that I do feel the 
presence and closeness of God almost con-
tinually. I usually find myself communicat-
ing with God several times during the day. This 
occurs as a ~haring of thoughts--often an ex-
pre2sion of thanks for this life. The greatest 
difference between this continual awareness and 
the occasional experiences previously described 
is for the most part a matter of degree and in-
tensity. However, there does seem to be Borne 
qualitative difference. These intense ex-
periences bring a feeling of joy which lingers 
for some time. A feeling that I am on the 
r'right track ll in life--that my life has purpose 
Rnd I am moving in the right direction. I am 
participating creatively.57 
• • • I have thought long and hard about 
this incident, and s_lthough I can not explain 
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all the involvements, I feel th~t I was in 
contact with God on that Sunday morning, and 
that my prayer was answered. I became more 
serious about life and my religion from that 
time. 58 
This feeling of confidence in the reality of the 
experience was of particular interest in view of the 
attitudes revealed es the experiences were recounted. 
Several stated that they had never told anyone else 
about these experiences because the were "afraid of 
the skeptics, " "people wouldn It unders tand," II they 
might think I was losing my mind. tl There also seemed 
to be the feeling that the experiences were too mean-
ingful to share where they would not be appreciated. 
Some asked if others had similar experiences and seemed 
pleased to learn it was not uncommon. Their pleas ure 
did not stem from having their own experiences vali-
de.ted, but, rather, as one stated, IIIt's nice to know 
you're not the only odd-ball around." 
Numinous experience was a unifying experience. 
This was sometimes manifested in a unification of the 
self, sometimes in the men-God relationship, and at 
times in the person's feelings toward others. Peace--
the result of the unification of the s elf, the resolu-
tion of inner conflicts--was the most frequently , 
mentioned response to the presence of God. It enabled 
man to tlfeel!! his reconciled state with God; in a sense, 
58p_3. 
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it seemed to give the seal of a8surance which the created 
being needs. In the empowering to love, persons felt 
at one with other human bBings. In no situation did the 
numinous experience cut the person off from community.59 
Many spoke of increased desire to serve and love after a 
numinouq experience. 
Ever since this happened I feel that He 
is with me ••• 60 
Through a series of evangelistic services 
I cameto feel a need to try to conform my life 
to Cbristian teachings. I had the longing for 
God to become a part of me. I became aware of 
God's presence, and though He never became part 
of me in the sense I desired, there was for me 
a greater understanding of God, of what he ex-
pected of me, and of what I could do for God in 
my life. This awareness was "peace rl in that 
there was no longer the confused thinking about 
God and my rela tionship to Him. 61 
Numinous experience witn~ s sed to the unitive nature 
of rna.n. The presence of the numen was felt in 8.11 aspects 
of men I s being. Many rels.ted phy:3 ic Ell sensations under 
the impact of the spirit. A physical sense of warmth 
was experienced by some, a chilling by others. Some 
reported a tingling or vibrating sensation. Some felt 
their body functions were heightened; others felt an 
590ne person related that she felt at one time God 
withdrew His presence from her personally because of 
conflict and dissension in her church, however. 
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arrest or slowing down. Gre&ter fluency for teaching 
end ministry wa~ felt to result from the power of the 
encounter; a few were speechless. Understanding, wisdom, 
love, de8ire to help others, resolution to live more 
purely were among some of the changes attributed to the 
power of the numinous. The wide diversity of changes 
resulting from the activity of the ~pirit indicate its 
integration in the whole. 
Numinous experience was given meaning and inter-
pretation through Biblical material. In describing the 
experience or their feelings, persons would resort to 
Biblice.l phrases or terms such as "the hem of His 
garment" and "Though He s lay me, ye t 1Nill I trus t Him." 
Often the communication which they felt came from God 
was in the form of a quotation from the Scriptures, 
such as I'Lo, I am with you,'1 ~rAsk and ye shall receive, 
seek and ye shall find," "Thou art my servant; I have 
chosen thee." 
Numinous experience was indicated to be a primarl 
factor in the motivation and development of Christian 
personality and community. On the basis of this research 
it would seem that a large number of the contributing 
members of the Christian communities now in existence 
have participated in numinous experience and feel it waA 
vital to their growth and well-being. Although the words 
uRed to describe the experiences varied greatly, the 
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dynamics bore a close resemblance to those recorded in 
the Biblical account of the early church. 
The objective validity of these experiences wouln 
rest me.inly on the fact th-9.t these persons are found in 
community and participate positively in its life. Many 
of them represent outwardly the height of development 
in their particular churches in terms of personal char-
acter, 8ervice to their own community of faith and to 
the church-at-large. 
Three intensely numinous dream experiences were 
found in this research study. In one dre-9Jtl Christ was 
walking on the water toward the dreamer; in another, 
Christ appeared as the Shepherd; in the third, the 
voice of the Lord was heard saying, "Not by might, nor 
by power, but by my ,Spirit." The significance of these 
dretlllls lie in the lives of the persons to whom they 
occurred. All three are outstanding lay persons whose 
faith and service witness to deep personal committment 
and power. 
One of these three is a member of my O~7n denomina-
tion and is greatly respected far her teaching ministry 
and unselfish work in many areS3. To the degree to 
which one person can judge another, I would state that 
this person is representative of a high level of Christian 
charecter, service, and wholesomeness. In the context of 
her life, the contribution of nwninous experience was of 
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particular note. 
I am almost con3tently aware of the pres-
ence of God. What I mean is that He is always 
there, and I have only to direct my attention 
towe.rd Him to feel His presence. When I am 
faced with a difficult task, an important de-
ci s ion, when I am preparing a Sunday school 
lesson, etc., I concentrate upon God (sometimes 
for a long period of time, sometimes only 
momentarily) and feel His strength and His 
guidance. At these times, He seems to be within 
me; in fact, sometimes, it seems He is taking over 
the job for me. Always, He is there, and it is 
comforting and reassuring to !mow that He is. 
I have had some II moun tain-topll experiences 
also which may come nearer what you are seeking. 
I will list a few of these, and I will try to ex-
~lain the emotions I experienced: 
When I was about 15 years old, I was spend-
ing two weeks at an Indiana lake with a group of 
Job's Daughters and their sponsors. One day, 
three of us were out on the lake in e. rowboat 
when a terrific wind came up. We started rowing 
for ~hore, but ebe wind was against us, and it 
seemed as if we were standing still or even being 
blown the wrong direction. One of the girls felt 
sick and doubled over in pain (we discovered later 
that she was having an attack of appendicitis); 
she did try to bA.il out some water as it was 
thrown over the side, but she couldn't have taken 
over the rowing chore. The other girl and I sat 
side by side, each pulling one oer and trying to 
keep the boat headed the right direction. (The 
opposi te shore was e.n uninhabi ted swamp, so we 
couldn't just go with the wind.) I was praying 
(or rather, concentrating on God without saying 
any words) and suddenly the solution came to me--
donlt try to row in a straight line against the 
wind, but follow a triangular course, rovdng 
diagonally toward the end of the lake, but always 
getting closer to your shore; then when you are in 
shallow water near shore you can follow the shore-
line back to the cottage. We changed course and 
found it much ea·s; ier to row in this diagonal 
direction, only partially opposed by the wind and 
waves. This was one of the times when I felt God 
was within me, lending me more physical strength 
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than I normally had, as well as guiding my 
thoughts to the best solution of our problem. 
'ryhen I was a freshman in college I had a 
ruptured appendix, and by the time they operated 
peritonitis had set in. As this was before the 
discovery of the sulfa drugs, penicillin, etc. t I 
was expected to die. I was kept under sedation 
and fed intravenously for abou.t four days. Dur-
ing this time, I ha.d an intense experience of the 
presence of God. Perhaps the drugs I wa3 being 
given had something to do with thiHt but at the 
time I was convinced that God had communiCB.ted 
with me. It 'Nas something like 8. dre8m, in which 
I had fallen off a high cliff, but ~a3 henging by 
my fingers, my body hanging at full length and 
nothing beneath my feet. A "shepherd-figure fl 
appeared above me, reached doom and lifted me up 
to the path and set me on my feet. I don't re-
member hearing a voice or any specific words, but 
I was aware of the following thought: "You can't 
die yet; I have lots of work for you to do." The 
emotion I experienced was thankfulness for life 
itself, and a determination to make something 
worthwhile of my life. This was not H turning 
point in my life, but EI. recommitment to the patl1 
I had been following alJ my life. 
At an Officers' and Teachdrs' Retreat, 9 
fev.' ye8X's ago, at the closing service I felt that 
the Holy Spirit was moving among the people; the 
feeling of His presence was so strong that He was 
almost tangible. I felt awe, joy, and peace at 
this time. He Was within me, but at the same time 
apart from me, moving about the room encompassing 
us all with a feeling of unity, of fellowship with 
one another and lNi th all other Chri9tians in all 
times Bnd all places, as well as fellowship with 
Hime In fact, this experience could better be 
described as "fellowship in Christ" than "fellow-
shi p wi th Christ." -
I felt this same spirit at a Congregational 
Meeting when we were deciding whether to build a 
new church or remodel the old one. There Was a 
greEt deal of conflict in ideas, and many members 
rose to express themselves on one side or the 
other, but throughout the meeting, no persons.l 
animosity was shown, and I felt strongly the 
presence of God, actively working with us toward 
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a solution to the problem. I did not feel 
the emotion of peace at this time, but rather some-
thing like joy that He was concerned and present 
even in conflict. The conflicting ideas were pre-
~ented within the framework of love because He was 
ther e. 
I have felt God's presence many times in 
the sanctuary during stated worship servir,es. At 
Buch times, when I am engaged in a formal act of 
worshipt pouring out my adoration before Him, He 
seems apart from me, as I think of Him as the 
Creator and Sustainer of the Universe. At other 
times, such as during the Communion Service, He 
is within me. I think He is within me all the 
time, but I mean that I am aware of His presence 
within me at these times. 
I am the person I rum today Qartly, at least, 
as a result of theae experiences~62 
Here, in the context of a productive life, can 
be seen numinous experience contributing in a variety 
of ways to a person's relationship to herself, to others, 
and to God. 
Would theBe persons be the ~ame had they not had 
the8e numinous experiences? From their subjective 
evaluation, the answer could only be negative. 
CHAPTER IV 
A POINT OF VIEW 
Men, as creAted spirit, is encountered by the 
divine Spirit in numinous experience and knows growth 
and fulfillment as a result. He experiences for a 
brief time that which transcends time and space and 
permits him to participate with the core of his being 
in that which he feels is ultimete reality. In this 
exnerience of true being dynamics are released which 
bear fruit in creative living and constructive resolu-
tion of conflicts and issues met in the crises of life. 
Man experiences redemption, he feels himself called to 
be that which man can be but is not because of his 
aliena tion from God. Fragment 8.rily he knows hims elf 
to be whet he was cree ted to be and his existence is 
colored by these essential experiences. Man in faith 
realizes the mystery of the Incarnation as he himself 
experiences his own incarnation through the power of 
the Spirit of Jesus Christ. Through numinous experience 
man knOv.rs the glory of being man--made in the image of 
God--as he comes in contact with the Original. He 
apprehends both his limitations and possibilities. He 
knows himself as crea ture, depe ndent, malformed, and 
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unfulfilled; he knows himself as spirit, free, tran-
scendent, with an infinite frame of reference. 
This is not a solitary matter; it is a community 
affair. Each man's life is enhanced or made less by 
the fulfillment or lack of fUlfillment in the persons 
with whom he is in community. As the bell is said to 
toll for all when it tolls for one, so may it be said 
that it peals for all when it peals for one. The fact 
that man is spirit means that he lives not only unto 
God but also unto his fellowmen. Consequently, numi-
nous experience is of community interest and responsi-
bility, particularly to the church community who beers 
witness to the truth that the numen is revealed through 
Jesus Christ. 
Traditionally the church of Jesus Christ, in its 
beginnings, placed great value on numinous experience. 
It was a normal way of spiritual life, not only in-
dividually but corporately. Research indicates it is 
still a way of life for many Christians; however, the 
attitudes and statements of a large number suggest a 
reluctance to share these experiences in community. 
This reluctance would appear to stem from the feeling 
that such experiences are more apt to be regarded with 
suspicion than acceptance. This attitude and the joyless 
and powerless lives of many church members, as well as 
the aridity of many church services, would seem to 
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indicate a lack of genuine spiritual activity and 
awareness of numinous experience. It would seem that 
the community of fa1th could benefit from the witness 
of those who are enriched by God. There are those per-
sons who do bear witness, and there are churches receptive; 
but research and observation point to these as being in 
the minority. As a gener8.1 trend it would appear that 
the retional aspects of faith have greatly eclipsed the 
non-rational. 
However, modern men remains man with spirit, and 
he cannot approach his destiny without spiritual exper-
ience of his own. He is not satisfied with a rational 
espousal of someone else's spiritual experiences even 
though be may not be aware of the source of his discon-
tent. It may be that he will have to learn he is a 
being with spirit before he sees the truth that IIman 
cannot live by bread alone," or by the intellectual 
assent to the most comprehensive theological concepts 
of God. The nature of spirit is life, so man must 
spiritually live, 9.nd this can't be done by proxy. 
Neither can it be done in isolation; the church is called 
to be the context in which man can live spjritually. As 
it is aware of man's needs, it can provide the environ-
ment conducive to his fulfillment. As man brings his 
experiences to the community, he can be guided in his 
search for meanings. Too often perhaps the lack of 
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understanding and fear of the unknown has caused the 
church to look with disapproval and rejection on in-
dividual numinous experience. How necessary it is 
though to aid the individual in interpreting and trans-
lating his experiences that wholeness B.nd bale.nne may 
be acQteved. And how vital for the church that the 
individual bring the power of his experience to give 
meaning to the creed. Numinous experience generates a 
lot of power. It may find irrational manifestations. 
The individual may need help from the community in 
harnessing it. 
Recognition of these irrational elements in the 
numinous have sometimes made it seem wiser for the 
church to ignore or discount such experiences. A 
strictly ratione.l religion is much easier to handle and 
much less embarrassing, particularly in an age dominated 
by the scientific. The fly in the ointment in this age 
of science and reason is its chief victim--man. He 
hasn't become scientific himself, although it has been 
said that three more centuries of evolution will purge 
him of his primitive, non-rational needst 
The church may defend its attitude toward the non-
rational by pointing to the oft-seen pathological religious 
hallucinations with the question, "How can you tell the 
difference?'! This question is justified for often there 
is a marked similarity. (For example, the stages of 
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development in acute schizophrenia resemble closely 
the stages of normal thinking resulting in insight.) 
Two persons may have a similar numinous experience--
at least verbally it may be similar. One is an inmate 
of the state hospital, divorced from reality; the other, 
an average church member. Both may have felt they had 
a message from God. What measure for validity can be 
applied to such subjective experiences? The nature of 
spirit would seem to supply the criteria, and tbe forces 
or energies released in the individual would indicate 
the validity of the experience. Genuine numinous exper-
ience would contribute to unification of the personality, 
an openness to community, or some mee.sure of growth. 
Some difficulty ~s in how we may perceive growth. 
Disruption may often be necessary for future growth, and 
numinous experience may provide the disruption. It may 
then seem to be alien to the good of the individual and 
that of the community. Superficial anRlysis may condemn 
that which in the continuum is very necessary and bene-
ficial. 
It has been shown that spontaneous 
awakenings and the vruptive breaking up of 
evil habits and turning of the vital forces 
along new channels may be part of the process 
of growth, and that nature often seeks to heal 
the breech between the present self and the 
ideal self not by lessening the conflict but 
by heightening it. Studies of autobiographies 
of certain great mystics in whom pathological 
manifestations are a marked feature have shown 
that such manifestations were merely incidental 
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to acute conflict and change, and that the 
end of mysticism is not feeling states but 
the transformation of character in the 
direction of socialization and unification. 63 
Reorganization of personality may require the strong 
dynamics of crisis experience which the numinous may 
provide. The human tragedy is that we cannot build 
this into our curriculum. 
The intense nature of the numinous experience as 
well as its supernatural reference makes it liable to 
suspicion. It may well be that true numinous experience 
will contain some pathological elements because of the 
depth of D18.n f s involvement and the nature of hi s own 
personality. A confrontation of one's true self with 
the Most Holy God might temporarily unloose a few bolts 
in the most stable personality~ This makes it even more 
important that the church be prepared to accept and help 
structure these experiences. 
Man as spirit possesses the capacity for infinite 
expression. If not realized positively, man will be 
impoverished through lack of fulfillment or a prostitu-
tion of the energies not called forth in spiritual 
living. The absence of joyous life and the search for 
intense emotional experiences speak of man's frustrations 
to realize himself in depth. The stifling or repression 
63Anton T. BOisen, The ExplorB-tion of the Inner 
World. (Chicago and New York: -wIllett, Clark and Co., 
1936 ), p. 112 • 
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of non-rational elements which should find expression 
normally may force man into seeking satisfaction through 
other mediums in an effort to know the wellsprings of his 
being have been tapped, or he may go to non-rational ex-
tremes in reaction. 
The psychological law of compensation 
teaches us that the hypertropy of one set of 
functions and attitudes, and the consequent 
atrophy of their opposites, call forth the 
compulsive domination of those opposites. 
Thwarted in its centrifugal flow into an ex-
ternal world which it is unable to assimilate 
and integrate, the libido of necessity is 
forced to flow back, centripetally, to the 
interior world of the collective unconscious. 64 
A current interest in speaking in tongues among the 
more re.tional "main-line" denominations may indicate 
this. Excessive demsnds also may be made on human re-
lationships, sex, and even religious small groups to curb 
man's feelings of alienation in his world. 
How then can the Christian community s.ssist its 
members in creative participation of the spiritual life 
without fostering highly individualized emotional ex-
p~riences? The harm and abuse that could result from 
the latter are already evident in some communities and 
give legi timate cause for concern. They bear ample wit-
ness to the fact that the non-rational can never be 
divorced from the rational without undue emphasis and 
exploitation of man's emotions. Likewise, the rational 
64Victor White, God and the Unconscious. 
(Chicago: Regnery Co., 1953), p. 1§5,196. 
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without the non-rational demands more from man than he 
has the power or motivation to give. 
Perhaps the primary way the church can open the 
door to more numinous experience without encouraging 
unstructured private revelations is an emphasis on con-
text. The Spirit was given to the Church; though He 
meets a person on individual ground and in personal re-
lationship, that encounter can only find ultimste meening 
in the community of faith. Created spirit never finds 
realizs.tion in encounter wi th tre divine Spiri t for its 
own sl'lke; in true encounter the dynamics T'eleased and 
the nature of spirit propel towB.rd community. The tran-
scendence of one member of the Body of Christ is of 
necessi ty edifying to tre whole, and it is for the build-
ing up of the ~hole tbat the individual person knows 
redemption. Consequently it is vital that numinous ex-
perience be viewed in total context. 
Within this context only can the church sBfely 
increase awareness of the possibility of numinous ex-
perience. Sex pr ovides illustrative parallels. VVhen 
encouraged for the fUlfillment of besic drives and from 
the individual standpoint, it becomes a destructive force 
and loses its unitive meening. In the proper context of 
love, community, B_nd res'Oonsibility, however, it may be 
the medium of rich joy and fulfillment. Sex, like spirit, 
Jike murder IIwill out," so constructive expression becomes 
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imperative. 
The acceptance of numinous experience as a 
legitimate part of man's life gives rise to certain 
observations and implics_tions for the members of the 
Christian community as they might seek to recognize 
and give meaning to this expression of man's spirit-
ual life. 
In the area of Christian educetion, recognition 
that power to call forth faith lies in the work of the 
Spirit does not lessen the church's responsibility to 
teach the data of the faith which becomes the medium 
through which the Spirit works. The historical back-
ground on which the Christian faith rests provides a 
base encouraging to the gro~.'th of f ai th and may gi ve a 
sense of direc tion B_nd confidence to aid the per son 
assailed by personal spiritual struggle. Acknowledg--
ment that human efforts are the channels through which 
the Divine works increases rather than diminishes the 
human responsibility to be the most effective channel 
possible. 
AWareness of the numinous is inevltable if the 
Gospel is not only taught but portrayed in the lives of 
the teachers. The fact that God cared enough to parti-
cipate in the life of man so that man might care enough 
to participate in His life, experienced in the person of 
another, is a dynamic witness to that beyond ourselves. 
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The power of created spirit to call forth another is 
undeniable. 
The facts of the faith should be true to the 
nature of men as well as the nature of God. It is 
tempting, particularly in the teaching of children, to 
minimize the scandal of the Gospel: the recognition of 
sin, man's helplessness, the awful demands of righteous-
ness, and the need for radical transformation. Ground-
work should be laid to prepare a person to confront 
himself as well as His God. Western Christianity has 
sometimes whitewashed men's plight to the frustration 
of a person who does not realize the necessity for a 
radical answer. 
An acknowledgment of the child's right to expor-
ience--at his level of growth--would cultivate an 
atti tude of exoo ctancy and awareness that would enrich 
the meanings end content. Surely the Spirit of God is 
willing to eccommodate himself to the hea.rt of a child 
and it behooves adults to be in constant remembrance of 
the child's unalienable right to work out his own sal-
vetion. Respect for his right to make his own response, 
accepting and not manipuls.ting, does not eliminate the 
human responsibility for being an agent in confrontation. 
The necessity and responsibility for decision or response 
is inherent in the message of the Gospel. The church 
can not and should not try to dictate the human response, 
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but it can make it appe.rent that deliberate and meening-
ful reSDonse is imperative. How, when, end where belong 
to the incH vidual and His God; but the fac t that divine 
address implies a persone_l response lies wi thin the prov-
ince of the educational objectives. 
Numinous experiere e has implications for t he use 
of the Scriptures. InRSIDuch as it may be the bearer of 
the Spirit, it is vitally important that its true ne.ture 
be recognized so the Spirit is not restricted in speaking 
to human hearts today. A strict, literalistic interpreta-
tion or its reduction to a source book of religious ex-
periences minimizes its implementation by the Spirit in 
creative activity. Whether we say it is or contains the 
Word of God, it must be the Living Word, and recognition 
that it becomes the_t through the Spirit makes it vital 
that the church give itself to serious study. Large 
portions of the Christian community seem to possess meager 
knowledge of the Scriptures or are still reading and inter-
preting without the benefit of the last one hundred years 
of church scholarship. This is not an indictment of the 
church's ministry in preaching; rather, it is a reflection 
of resistance conditioned by an ege in which the human 
mini is conste.nt ly being called to give heed to the many 
voices calling to it through many means of communication. 
The voice from the pulpit often becomes another sales-
me.n's pitch to a consumer audience which, by habit, the 
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listener renders invalid by refusing to hear. It may 
be that small group study msy be one means which can 
be utilized to induce more openness and willingness on 
the part of persons to be confronted by and to wrestle 
wi th the Word of God in the power of the Spiri t. 
Participation in small groups, a learning to 
respond genuinely and honestly on a personal level, in 
the context of the Christian church may also serve to 
prenare a person to make response in the divine-human 
dimension as well 8S the human. Man needs opportunity to 
hear, identify, and explore meanings with other signifi-
cant persons before he can open himself to numinous 
experience and in integrating such experience in the 
total fabric of his life. 
The resources of worship hsve a vital contribution 
to make to the numinous experience of the church. Al-
though worship is often considered the summit or con-
summation it may also serve to awaken and call forth the 
created spirit. The sacraments, the gre8t hymns, and 
prayers speak to man of his 18.ck as well as his fullness. 
Through the liturgy the individual may be enabled to 
approach God with the whole church when alone he might 
not have the courage. The response of created spirit 
in worship and joy in unison with others to the presence 
of the numen may be man's closest approximation to true 
being. Thus, the means of worship always stand in need 
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of scrutiny and reappraisal that they serve the purposes 
of the sniri t. It ms.y be that the preponderence of ra-
tional element~ could at times serve to obscure rather 
than 0all forth the things of the spirit. The church 
might well benefit from renewed research in this segment 
of its life. 
The high degree of numinous experience in crisis 
situations in hospital settings, fam1ly deaths, and ill-
nes~es speaks strongly for clinical pastoral education, 
the role of the pastor or theologically trained counselor 
on the clinical staff, and the need for the pastor to be 
aw~re of the potentiality in these circumstances. His 
ability to help interpret and support in these situations 
may contribute greatly to the meaning, strength, and 
creativity realized. This may also be true in settings 
and situations involving mental illness. Just as the 
genuinely numinous may be accompanied by some pe.thologi-
cal elements, a preponderaJ1Ce of the pathological does 
not rule out the possibility of the numinous. It is 
not by accident that the disorganized personality may 
seek numinous experience or hallucinete in this medium. 
The ruptured self may indicate more insight into the true 
nature of being than we may think possible; research in 
this area may continue to contribute to our understanding 
of man's bElsic nature, struggles, and needs. 
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The mood of our culture is one of alienation and 
estrangement. Contemporary art and literature are 
dominated by the themeof man's loneliness and helpless-
ness. Jean-Paul Sartre is the spokesman for many in his 
book Being and Nothingness when he states the.t ms.n must 
learn he can count on no one but himself. He is abandoned 
in the world, alone and without help. He is condemned to 
be wholly responsible for himself with no other destiny 
than the one he forge s for himse If • 65 It would seem too t 
no message could be more relevant than that of the 
Christian Gospel which comes to say, "You are not abandoned, 
you are not alone, and you are not without help." How 
beautiful the words of Luke in this respect: "Through the 
tender mercy of our God • . . the dayspring from on high 
hath visited us, to give light to them that sit in dark-
ness and in the shadow of death, to guide our feet into 
the way of peace."66 
Because man is spirit he knows he sits in darkness, 
in the shadow of death. He goes to great lengths to 
avoid confronting the knowing, for with the knowing comes 
the despair of realizing his inability to create his own 
light and to find his own way of peace. In the face of 
this reelization, however, he finds his greatest 
65Jean_Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness, trans. 
Hazel E. Barnes (New York: Philosophical Library, 1956), 
p. 555. 
66Luke 1:78,79. 
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opportunity--the opportunity to respond to the proclama-
tion that a divine visitation two thousand years ago may 
become a personal visitation today through the grace of 
God. 
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APPENDIX 
I 
Grateful acknowledgment is made to the following 
authors and their ·works for the contribution made in the 
formulation and writing of Chapter II, IISpirit and 
Numinous Experience": Arnold B. Come, Human Spirit and 
Holy Spirit; Lindsay Dewar, The Holy Spirit and Modern 
Thought; George S. Hendry, The Holy Spirit in Chri~tian 
Theology; H. wheeler Robinson, The Christian Experi8nr.e 
of the Holy S~lrit; Paul Tillich, Systematic TheologYJ 
Vol. III; and Henry P. Van Dusen, Spirit, Son, and 
Father. 
II 
In conducting research for the material presented 
j n Chapter III, flNuminoLl.13 Experience in the Church Today, II 
three methods were pursued: questionaire, perRonal inter-
view, a.nd .'3mall group discussion. 
The following church denominations were chosen for 
sampling: Methodist, Presbyterian, Disciples of Christ, 
Bapti8t, society of Frier;r]:..: , Foursquare Gospel J Episcopal, 
and Roman Ca.tbolic. The response from the last three named 
WB8 very mee.ger and w~ ."1 not included in the ~malysis. 
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Approximately fifty of the questlonaires were given 
personally by me to indiViduals willing to complete them. 
This enabled me to introduce the questlonaire briefly and 
to answer some of the questions posed by the subjects. 
Inasmuch as the que$tionaire covered several areas of con-
cern I endeavored to be general in explanations so I would 
not consciously or unconsciously influence the subject to 
reRpond in a specific way which he deduced I "wanted. II A 
number expressed difficulty in interpreting the questions 
an.d requested an example or explanation of wha,t I desired; 
in theBe instances I asked them to interpret and make 
response from their own point of view, emphasizing thRt I 
was interested in how they felt about these matters. 
Approximately 200 questionaires were placed by lay 
per~ons and ministers. Each questionaire was accompanied 
by a stamped, self-addreseed envelope. In three situations 
teachers of s.dult sunday school cle.sses asked for volunteers 
and the response was excellent. Four ministers assumed 
responsibility for a sampling of their congregations; in 
two of the four ~ituationR was found the highest percentsge 
of response; the other two represented the lowest. In all 
situations where another person distributed the question-
aires I attempted to discuss it briefly in an effort to 
arouse interest and encourage cooperation. The response 
and interest aroused indicated this was time weJ.l-spent. 
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Personal interviews were conducted with per~ons I 
chose on the basis of evidence of spiritual growth, per-
sonality development, and contribution to others and the 
community. This was sometimes done in conjunction with 
the questionaire and sometimes after the person had com-
pleted it. 
Group discussions were only attempted in those 
situar,ions where there was already established a great 
deal of freedom in sharing and expression. These included 
a Bible study Group, several informal social groups, and a 
bridge club. The stimulation of discussion in these 
situations seemed to gree.tly enhance the richness of the 
material later volunteered by tbese persons in the com-
pletion of written ~ue8tionaires. 
Each of the above metbods used seemed to have its 
own advantage. The que~tionaire enabled me to obtain a 
wider sampling than would have been possible otherwise. 
The anonymity it afforded contributed to greater freedom 
to those who might otherwise have declined to share their 
experiences in this area. It was limited in that there 
was little dialogue or opportunity for further exploration. 
The peraonRl interview, usually used with the que8tionaire, 
seemed of highest value. It granted privacy with the 
opportunity for more extensive probing and sbaring. Group 
discussions carried the advantage of stimulation of one 
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person upon another and the granting of freedom in some 
cases by the participation of others; in some cases, how-
ever, the group situation restricted the freedom of some. 
III 
The guestionaire used as the research instrument 
was mimeographed on two pages with space left following 
each question for the subject to use in making his response. 
It was as follows: 
Personal information in answer to the following 
questions is being sought as an aid to research 
in the area of emotions in religious experience. 
If enough space has not been left between ques-
tions, please feel free to use the back of the page. 
Your helpfulness and cooperation are much appreciated. 
10 Do you ever experience the feeling thRt you are 
in the immediate presence of God? If you do, 
please describe one such experience in detail 
giving primary consideration to the different 
emotions you may have felt as you were aware of 
His closeness. 
2. Were there any "after effectsrr resulting from 
the experience (e.g., behaviour change, feeling 
of happiness, peace, a "let-down" feeling, etc.)? 
3. Underline the word that best describes how often 
you have had the experience of feeling very close 
to God: often occasionally rarely once 
never. 
4. If you have not known an experience such BS this, 
do you feel it is possible or desirRble? 
5. Underline the following words which best describe 
your emotions when you have felt confronted by 
the living God. Add words which might better 
describe your emotions. Fear Reverence Joy 
Love Shame Dependence Terror Fascination 
Peace Thankfulness Remorse 
6. Has personal experience with God occurred when 
you were praying or seeking His presence or has 
it come upon you unexpectedly? 
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7. When you feel close to God, do you feel He is 
near you, within you, or somewhAt apart from 
you? 
8. Do you feel Any sense of dissatisfaction with 
your religious experience? In what way? 
9 0 what do you consider the most enriching aspect 
of your religious experience, or what do you 
feel gives you the most enjoyment in your rela-
tionship with God? 
10. What makes you most keenly aware of the presence 
of God? (e.g., nature, music, art, other perRons, 
sacred ,'3ymbols, clergy, church, communion, etc.) 
11. Do you find it easier to feel close to God when 
you are alone or when worshipping with others? 
12. If you find group worship meaningful, what parts 
of the service are m02·t likely to stir you? 
13. VI.'hat part(s) of thA church service has little or 
no meaning for you? What part(s) of the church 
service do you think could be completely omitted? 
14. What would you like to ,<lee added to the church 
worship service to enable you to find it more 
me aningful ? 
15. Aside from experiences in which you were aware of 
the presence of God, have you had any other type 
of experience which gRve you a feeling of awe or 
the sense of being tllifted out of yourself tl or 
beyond yourself? (e.g., military ceremonies, 
lodge rituals, the presence of death, etc.) 
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